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A NOTE ON THE LENGTH OF TRIVECTORS 

BY 

J. A. MACDOUGALL 

This note concerns elements (called trivectors) of the third Grassmann 
product of a complex vector space U. Usually there are many ways to write a 
given trivector as the sum of simple or decomposable trivectors, and it is an 
interesting problem to find those representations which contain the smallest 
possible number of decomposables. This number we shall call the length of the 
trivector. Let N(n) denote the length of the longest trivector in A3 U where U 
has dimension n. In this note we give upper bounds for N(n) when n < 8 . 

When dim U = 4, it is well known that A3 U consists entirely of decomposa
bles, so that the length of any non-zero trivector is 1. If dim J7=5, we make 
use of the length—preserving isomorphism between A3 U and A2 U. It is well 
known that the maximum length of an element in A2 U is [n/2], which gives 
N(5) = 2. Capdevielle [1] has shown that AT(6) = 3. 

For n = 7 and 8, Gurevich [2, 3] has determined canonical forms into which 
all trivectors may be put, showing that iV(7)<5 and N(8)<7 . However, some 
of his expressions may be shortened to yield the following bounds: JV(7)<4, 
JV(8)<5. Let a, fc, c • • • be vectors of U and denote exterior products such as 
a A b A c simply by abc. For u = 7, the only form with more than 4 decompos
ables may be shortened as follows: 

aqp + brp + csp 4- qrs + acb = (a - r)(q + b)p + qr(s -p)-ab(c + p) + csp 

showing that JV(7)<4. 
For n = 8, all forms with more than 5 decomposables may be shortened as 

follows: 

(I) abc + qrs + aqp + bsp + crp + brt + est 

= (ft + q + c)(r-fs)(p4-5) + (a + r + s)qp + ( r -p-s ) fe r + ( r + t - p ) c s + aftc 

(II) abc + qrs + aqp + bsp + brt + est 

= (r - c)t(b + s) + c(a + t)b + (q + t)rs + aqp + bsp 

(IV) qrs 4- aqp + bsp + crp + brt + est 

= p(b + c)(r + s) + (t - p)cs + (t-p)br + qrs + paq 
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(IX) abc + qrs + aqp + bsp + crp 4- est 

= (b- r)(c + s)p 4- (q - p)rs + (a + fc)(fe + p)c + est + a(c + q)p 

Thus proves that N(8 )<5 . 

REMARKS: (1) There doesn't appear to be any reason to expect N(n) to be a 
linear function and it may be that N(S) = 4. 

(2) Although Gurevich does not give proofs for his results, it seems likely 
that he restricts himself to C for the algebraic closure so that the above bounds 
may be true for any algebraically closed field. 
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